A new procedure is described to convert the vane torque and rotational velocity data into shear stress vs shear rate relationships. The basis of the procedure consists in considering locally the sheared material as a Bingham fluid and computing a characteristic shear rate from Couette analogy. The approach is first applied to experimental vane data of Newtonian fluid, then used to process vane experimental data of non-Newtonian and yield stress materials. Results, which are favourably compared with torsional flow, show that the approach correctly predicts the rheological behaviour of the materials investigated. 
INTRODUCTION
Vane geometry was initially used in soil mechanics for the measurement of the shear strength of soils. It has now become a standard technique in rheometry [1, 2] , in particular to measure the yield stress of very shear-thinning liquids and structured fluids [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this way, the vane is used in rotational controlled mode and tests are carried out at a constant and low rotational velocity. An alternative procedure is to operate the vane in a constant-stress controlled mode [1, 9] . So, the vane is basically a creep test where wall slip is far away or subsequently reduced. Moreover, an oscillating mode may be applied to investigate viscoelastic properties of fluids [10, 11] . In practice, vane tests are relatively easy to perform and the four-bladed probe may be attached on existing rheometers. With this geometry, the fluid structure is not disturbed prior the measurement, which is an advantage for sensitive fluids and semi-solid structures. Vane shear flow interpretation is commonly based on the following considerations. It is assumed that (1) the material is sheared along a cylindrical surface defined by the vane height h and diameter D and (2) the stress distribution is uniform over the cylindrical sheared surface. As a consequence, vane geometry appears as a Couette system, varying thickness of sheared material following material structure and cup size, where wall slip effect is
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Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 3 eliminated. Such an analogy was previously used by Baravian et al. [11] to characterise rheological properties of gels. They found in particular an effective radius close to the height of the triangle formed by joined tips of adjacent blades. As done in this last work, Martinez-Padilla and Quemada [12] have shown that this analogy first requires the evaluation of shear factors which then allows one to calculate shear stress and shear rate.
The purpose of this work is to provide vane shear flow curves from Couette analogy, as mentioned above, for both small and wide gaps without presupposing the rheological behaviour of fluid tested. Here, the approach consists in approximating the sheared material as a Bingham fluid and computing an average shear rate in vane geometry. The applicability and the performance of the proposed approximation in vane shear flow curve determination is given and analysed from experimental data, considering Newtonian, nonNewtonian and yield stress fluids.
BINGHAM APPROXIMATION FOR SHEAR RATE EVALUATION
Let us consider the vane geometry equivalent to Couette bob of radius R b and height h. R c is the cup radius and W is the rotational velocity of the vane. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and inelastic, edge and inertia effects as well as shearing effect in the bottom zone are neglected. In Couette geometry, the shear stresses exerted on the inner and outer cylinders, respectively denoted t b and t c , can be directly related to the torque, independently of the nature of the fluid, as follows:
Several techniques have been developed to relate the angular velocity and the shear rate [13] . The main approximations are Power-law approximation, Krieger's methods and Newtonian approximation, which is frequently used in viscometer softwares.
Here, the stress-shear fluid behaviour is modelled by the Bingham constitutive equation, which relates the shear stress t and the shear rate g · by the following relationships:
Where K is the plastic yield stress and m is the plastic viscosity.
For a Bingham plastic model, two distinct conditions may occur in the annulus:
The first condition implies that a rigid plug flow occurs in the region near the cup, while the second one indicates that the yield value is exceeded in the entire annulus and the fluid within the gap is fully sheared. Therefore, the rotational velocity has a separate solution corresponding to each of these two conditions.
The derivative of Eqs. 10 and 11 with respect to the torque yields (5) (6) The shear rate for the Bingham plastic model can be expressed in terms of rotational velocity, torque, radius of cylinders by combining Eqs. 1, 2, 5, and 6, as follows:
Equation 7 is the one developed by [14] in Couette geometry for a yield stress material partially sheared within the gap. One can quote that Eq. 7 does not depend on the rheological model of yield stress fluid considered. Equation 8 is presently used to recover the shear rate for non yield stress materials or completely sheared conditions. So, as proposed in [14] , the shear rate is a combination of two expressions following the flow condition in the annulus. Two distinct admissible stress fields, which correspond to the shear rate solutions of Eqs. 7 and 8, are generated according to the flow condition within the gap. Based on the principle of virtual power [15] , the appropriated stress field is the one which maximizes the energy dissipation in the flowing sample, which is obtained from the greater value of shear rate. Then, the characteristic shear rate is defined as (9) This does not require the knowledge of the fluid yield stress value a priori and the identification of the flow regime in the annulus.
It is assumed that a series of torque measurements M j (corresponding to stress t j ) are made at a series of increasing (or decreasing) rotation rate W j . The derivative dW/dM is approximated by (
Once the shear rate has been estimated by Eq. 9, it is deemed to correspond to the following wall shear stress:
The following remarks can be made. First, the proposed equations are constructed on the linear derivative of the angular velocity versus the applied (or measured) torque. Logarithmic derivatives are nevertheless more appropriate for logarithmic variation of the torque (or the velocity). Moreover, it should be noted that Eq. 7 is independent on the rheological law. This is not the case for Eq. 8. This equation depends on the Bingham assumption. Since this equation corresponds to a fully sheared gap, Eqs. 11 and 12 from Krieger and Elrod [16] and Krieger [17] can alternatively be used following the gap radius ratio. These later do not depend on the rheological law and might therefore be more general. As a consequence, Eq. 8 is compared here to Krieger solutions in the following to prove the relevance of the Bingham assumption in shear rate calculation to a fully sheared gap.
The first term of the Euler-Maclaurin formula approximation developed by Krieger and Elrod [16] is widely used, and takes the form of Eq. 11 [18] . It is noted that Krieger and Maron [19] have shown that this shear rate solution yields accurate results for radius ratios a £ 1.2. (11) The first term of the second Krieger solution is given by Eq. 12. This shear rate solution is accurate for non-Newtonian fluids fully sheared in larger annulus, as a £ 2 [20] . (12) with n = dlnt b /dlnW.
EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS

NEWTONIAN FLUID
Newtonian silicone oil with defined viscosity value of 98.5 Pa·s at 25°C was used in these experiments. Rheological measurements were performed at 25 ± 0.1°C with a Gemini 150 Malvern rheometer. Preliminary tests with plate-plate geometry of 40mm in diameter and 1mm in gap are performed in two replicates to check the silicone oil viscosity. Results show that the silicon oil behaves well as a Newtonian material under 25 s -1 . In this shear rate range, the apparent viscosity corresponds to defined viscosity value. At higher shear rate, Newtonian behaviour is less obvious due to sample disruption at the plateplate edge and presence of wall slip.
Vane measurement was performed with two test geometries, as detailed in Table 1 to the large distance between the bottom of the vanes and the base of the containers, end effects were neglected [12] . Experiments were carried out by applying linear shear ramp from 0 to 160 s -1 in 240 s, from the rheometer software. The top of the vane was also placed at the surface of the silicon oil during experiments. The resulting torque as a function of rotational velocity shows a linear relationship, as predicted with Newtonian material when inertia forces are lower relative to the viscous forces. For both vane geometries, shear stress as a function of shear rate of silicon oil was obtained from the procedure described above. Results, which are presented in Figure 1 , show that vane shear flow curves are in good correlation with theoretical flow curve of silicon oil in the shear rate range 10 -3 -40 s -1 , for both moderate and wide gaps. So, as shown by the results, the procedure on the two vane systems used with silicon oil correctly predicts the Newtonian behaviour of this fluid and its viscosity. This proves the independency of the vane morphology on the results. As the radius ratio is different with both vanes, the shear rate range obtained is also different, in particular at low shear rate. Moreover, it was checked that the shear rate of Eq. 8 is always greater than the one obtained with Eq. 7, as expected, due to the viscous behaviour of silicon oil.
NON-NEWTONIAN MATERIAL
Baravian et al. [10] have reported the flow curve of a CarboxyMethylCellulose (CMC) aqueous solution from both cone and plate and vane geometries. They have considered the effective cylinder of the vane (9.48 mm in radius and 20.6 mm in height) calculated using various viscous materials and rotation rate, and geometric factor correction due to the non-Newtonian behaviour of the CMC. The data set of torque-rotational velocity of CMC is presently used to investigate the relevance of the proposed approach with non-Newtonian fluid. In the shear rate and shear stress calculation, we have used respectively the effective and real dimensions of the vane (11 mm in radius and 17 mm in height). As a result, Figure 2 shows the apparent viscosity evolution of CMC against shear rate obtained from cone and plate and vane geometries. Here again, it was checked that the shear rate of Eq. 8 is always greater than the one obtained with Eq. 7. Figure  2 shows also the comparison between the Bingham assumption and the second Krieger shear rate solution. Results, obtained from the real dimensions of the vane, show that both solutions give a similar evolution of the apparent viscosity of CMC against shear rate. However, the Bingham assumption curve is closer to the plate-plate one. This can be explained by the radius ratio which is larger than 2, as the Krieger second method is accurate for calculating shear rate from data obtained with radius ratio less than 2. This illustrates the performance of the analogy with Couette geometry and the Bingham approximation in shear rate calculation. Figure 2 also shows that the effective vane dimension allows appropriated flow curve to be recovered, in particular at low shear rate. When shear rate increases, it seems that the cylindrical unsheared central zone tends to a radius close the one of the blades [21] .
YIELD STRESS FLUIDS
Carbopol 940 dispersion, which is known as a yield stress fluid [22, 23] , was used in this experiment. A 0.15 wt% carbopol dispersion was prepared as follows. The dry powder which has low wetability, making it tedious to produce a homogeneous solution, is introduced in 1-liter of agitated distilled water. The batch is mixed for 20min until aqueous surface wetting and the dispersion of Carpobol is achieved. The obtained solution has a liquid consistancy and an acid (pH 3.4). Then, the suspension is neutralized to
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Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 3 pH 7 with a common base of sodium hydroxide (1.3 wt% NaOH). The mixing is then stopped when a visually water-clear homogenized gel suspension is achieved with air bubbles essentially absent. The 0.15wt% Carbopol suspension was placed at rest for 48 h at 25°C before rheological testing.
Rheological measurements were performed at 25°C using a Malvern Gemini 200 rheometer. Geometries such as a 40 mm plate-plate (gap 1 mm), a vane attachment (vane diameter 25 mm, vane length 37.6 mm, cup diameter 44.3 mm) as well as a Couette geometry (bob diameter 25 mm, bob length 37.6 mm, cup diameter 27 mm) were used. Both plates, vane cup, and bob and cup cylinders are roughened to avoid slippage. Ratecontrolled measurements were performed in the same shear rate range, 0 -30 s -1 , from the rheometer software, applying a linear up-and-down ramp. During experiments, the top of the vane and bob cylinder was placed at the fluid surface.
As a result, Figure 3 compares the apparent viscosity prediction of Carbopol between parallel plate measurement, vane and Couette data computed from the procedure described above, as well as the apparent viscosity curve obtained from the first Krieger's solution in Couette geometry. As can be seen, the three geometries compare well over the shear rate range investigated. This shows first the relevance of the proposed approximation technique in shear rate calculation with yield stress material. Moreover, we can notice the independency of system used with yields stress fluid, as vane and Couette systems provide the same result, independently of gap size and shear flow condition in the annulus. Actually, it was checked that with vane system, the fluid is always partially sheared due to the large gap used. Inversely, the Carbopol is quickly fully sheared in the Couette narrow gap. As a consequence, Bingham assumption was also here compared to the Krieger's shear rate solution. Figure 3 shows the good correlation between these both shear rate solutions. Finally, Carpobol dispersion show yield stress and shear thinning behaviour as predicted in previous works [22, 23] . It should be noted that some discrepancy between parallel plates and vane or Couette flow curves appears at low shear rate. This can be explained by the initial state of the material before testing, as no pre-shearing has been performed before the experiments.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have evaluated the rheological behaviour of fluids in vane system from Couette analogy. We have used a Bingham model to locally describe the vane rotational shear flow of fluids and compute an average shear rate and the corresponding shear stress from torque-rotational velocity data. Experimental results show the correct predictions of the proposed analysis with Newtonian, non-Newtonian and yield stress materials under moderate and large gap vane systems. The developed procedure provides a practical and alternative method to conventional treatment of vane shear flow data. Indeed, it does not require shear factor calculations and prespecification of rheological constitutive model, as well as small or wide gap assumption. The proposed approach is also interesting because it provides a way to evaluate the material rheology of a suspension with large particles.
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